CAD-KAS Software news
We inform you about new and updated software from CAD-KAS.
	Dividers and Ruler 1.0
Draw with dividers, ruler, protractor, pencil and rubber on the screen as you would do it on a sheet of paper. You see a real ruler on the screen which you can move and rotate. You can then draw along the ruler. If you want to make constructions on the computer this is the easiest way.
	Word 2 PDF 1.1
Convert Word files into PDF files with one mouse click! The program read Word files directs and writes PDF file directly. So you do not need Word to be installed and you do not need Acrobat Reader to be installed. You do not need to install any printer driver or something. You double click on the Word file and then the program displays the word file and then you can convert it into PDF file format with one click on "Go!". The program reads most Word files well but it can of course not display complex word file as good as Word itself can do. But for most Word files it is the easiest and fasted way to convert Word files into PDF files. If you need to convert with a printer driver you should use our PDF Creator. It is not so easy to use and you need more time to convert the files but you can convert all kind of files, not only Word files.
	PDFs Merge 2 One 2.0
Combine a couple of existing PDF files and merge them into one PDF file. If you create PDF files over a printer driver you often have the problem, that you can not create the file with one print job. Because you need parts of the document from a number of programs. Don't worry about this. With PDFs 2 One you can merge together the PDF files after there creation. Download a couple of PDF files from Internet and then melt together what belongs together. So you can search for information easier or distribute the document in a more compact form.
	Calendar-Printery 2.0
With Calender-Printery you can print your personal calendar with all your dates and your favorite picture! All dates, vacations and holidays can be printed. You can choose your favorite picture and you can add free texts.
	Screen Recorder 1.0
Record the screen action and create a mpeg or avi movie of all what happens on your screen. You can also select only a part of your screen to record. The program can record the sound together with the screen action. Select the sound recording device in your windows audio mixer. Up to Windows XP you can select the "Stereo mixer" device there and record everything your hear. The stereo mixer is no longer available in Windows Vista and Windows 7. In these windows versions you can use an audio cable to connect the audio output and audio input or use the microphone to record sound.Record the screen action and create a mpeg or avi movie of all what happens on your screen. You can also select only a part of your screen to record. The program can record the sound together with the screen action. Select the sound recording device in your windows audio mixer. Up to Windows XP you can select the "Stereo mixer" device there and record everything your hear. The stereo mixer is no longer available in Windows Vista and Windows 7. In these windows versions you can use an audio cable to connect the audio output and audio input or use the microphone to record sound.
	Business Card Printery 3.5
Now you can have a Business Card for every occasion! Select from nearly 20,000 ready-to-use-card layouts. Our intelligent software automatically includes your mailing address as well as your Email address, Home Page URL, and Fax and telephone numbers. You decideNow you can have a Business Card for every occasion! Select from nearly 20,000 ready-to-use-card layouts. Our intelligent software automatically includes your mailing address as well as your Email address, Home Page URL, and Fax and telephone numbers. You decide
	CAD-KAS Word Processor 1.0
If you need a small but full featured word processor with PDF export you should try this one. This one fits to every USB stick. You can use all high-end features like text boxes, pictures, drawing objects, tables, spell checker, form letter functions with data base connection etc. The program uses its own file format .woc but you can import .doc and .rtf files as well. This program has an integrated one click PDF export function.If you need a small but full featured word processor with PDF export you should try this one. This one fits to every USB stick. You can use all high-end features like text boxes, pictures, drawing objects, tables, spell checker, form letter functions with data base connection etc. The program uses its own file format .woc but you can import .doc and .rtf files as well. This program has an integrated one click PDF export function.
	Photo-Printer 4.0
Start using your printer for a useful job! Print your photos and pictures with CAD-KAS Photo-Printery! With the program you can create collages out of your picture material. You can arrange pictures as desired on the worksheet and change the size of this pictures. By request the program arranges the pictures automatically. You can write a free text for all photos.
	C/Delphi/Basic Code 2 Flowchart 1.0
Create easy to understand flowcharts out of difficult to understand program source code. You can use this tool to document, visualize and understand source code. The program can process C like source code (C,C++,C#,PHP,Perl, Java, Javascript etc.), Pascal like source code (Delphi, Turbo Pascal, Free Pascal etc.) and Basic like source code (Visual Basic, VBScript, QBasic, QuickBasic etc.). The export as PDF file and picture file is supported. You can print out the flowchart and the program will split the printout into multiple sheets if it does not fit on one sheet.Create easy to understand flowcharts out of difficult to understand program source code. You can use this tool to document, visualize and understand source code. The program can process C like source code (C,C++,C#,PHP,Perl, Java, Javascript etc.), Pascal like source code (Delphi, Turbo Pascal, Free Pascal etc.) and Basic like source code (Visual Basic, VBScript, QBasic, QuickBasic etc.). The export as PDF file and picture file is supported. You can print out the flowchart and the program will split the printout into multiple sheets if it does not fit on one sheet.
	Geometric image warping 1.0
The program warps a part of an image into a given form which you have selected on another image. For example if you have a aerial image of a bridge with a curved shape and want to match its curved shape to a rectangular map with a coordinate system. The program can match the coordinate system to the bridge or the bridge to the coordinate system. You load both images into the program at the top part. Then you can specify the 4 corners with the left mouse button. But with the right mouse button you can add additional points between the two first and the two last corner points.
	PlayAnyCD 1.0
PlayAnyCD helps you to play music CD's on your PC. If your CD drives can detect the CD your chances are good to play it on your PC! You can save the tracks as WAV files. The program has a Karaoke mode in which you hear only the background music.
	Scanned Text Editor 1.0
Edit any scanned document without lossing anything. Layout and quality will remain as in the original document. The program will NOT try to recognize the text, instead it will free the characters and pictures from the background and place it as free moveable objects over the background. You can open existing documents (bitmap pictures) or scan new documents. You can then move, delete, copy and paste text and pictures or add new text and pictures. You can save the result as bitmap picture or print it. To save the document in the internal file format SCA is also an option. In this format all objects will be saved in it's own layer without melting again with the background.Edit any scanned document without lossing anything. Layout and quality will remain as in the original document. The program will NOT try to recognize the text, instead it will free the characters and pictures from the background and place it as free moveable objects over the background. You can open existing documents (bitmap pictures) or scan new documents. You can then move, delete, copy and paste text and pictures or add new text and pictures. You can save the result as bitmap picture or print it. To save the document in the internal file format SCA is also an option. In this format all objects will be saved in it's own layer without melting again with the background. New in this version: see program desciption
	Photo-Colorizer 2.0
Do you have many old black/white photos, too? With Photo-Colorizer you can give your black/white photos realistic colors! You only have to choose the colors for the objects on the photo. There are predefined color settings for skin, sky, water, sand etc. You can also correct or replace colors in colored photos! The program takes the existing structures of the photos and changes there appearance.
	Meta-Morpher 1.0
Meta-Morpher is a morphing program which transforms one picture step wise into another. For example one face into another face. The possibilities are various. You can convert animals in humans and converse. You can render as much steps between this two pictures as you want. You only have to choose the two pictures and select the areas that are similar and that should morph into each other. For example the head, the eyes and the mouth. You can save the result as picture or video file.
	Text 2 Speech 1.0
Text 2 Speech 1.0 converts text (txt, doc, pdf, htm, rtf) into spoken audio using voice synthesis. The program also converts text to wav files which can be burned on audio cd or stored on a mp3 player. Sit back and listen to your computer. Proofread your writings. Listen to the text while walking or running.
	Ringtone Editor 1.0
Create your own ringtones for your realtone mobile! Read in a track from an audio CD or open an existing mp3 or wav file from your hard disk. You can cut out unimportant parts, change the volume and speed and use effects like echo. Cross fade the end to the beginning for smooth playback in a loop. Now you can save the ringtone as extreme small mp3 file  (about 60 kbytes per minute). You can then send the mp3 file to your realtone mobile.
	Easy-Copy 1.0
Would you like to make your printer and scanner more useful? Then this program is the right one for you! This colour photocopier program makes copies of your documents. You can define the number and the size of the copies. You can also edit and retouch the documents. Virtual notepads and comments are possible.
	PDF 2 DXF 4.0
Do you get PDF files with CAD drawings inside? Now you can extract these drawings and save it as DXF file and open it in you CAD application. PDF 2 DXF can open PDF files and save all vector objects as DXF file. Version 2.0 can now also convert text objects! Version 3.0 can also recognize lines in pictures and export the lines as dxf file. This program can open any existing pdf file. It is based on the technology of CAD-KAS PDF Editor. It is now also useful for scanned pdf files. You click on the button to recognize lines in a picture and then click on the picture to start this process. Version 4.0 has a function to vectorize all text objects. It can convert the complete page into a picture and then recognize the lines in this picture. And it can recognize lines in very large pictures in full resolution. New in this version: Version 4.0 has a function to vectorize all text objects.
	Warehouse Inventory 3.1
Manage your inventory with this easy to learn software.Manage your inventory with this easy to learn software.If you have an online shop for example this program helps you to keep the overview. You can use a barcode scanner or input the article number manually or simply click a button to increase or decrease the quantity of an entry.You can print your own barcodes with this software. If you click on the caption of a column the program sorts the articles according to this column. The program creates a protocol and a date base of every transaction. You can always see the exactly time and date and the user who made a transaction.You can print the actual inventory or the book entries or protocol. You can specify an admin password and deny the access to parts of the program which the actual user must not see.You can import and export the articles to from and to the CSV file format. You can calculate the date of expiry and batch numbers.Now with build in cash register functionYou can use the software as point of sale software. You can scan the barcodes of articles or create a new article if the article does not already exist. When you have registered all articles you press the button "Ready". The program will ask you which amount of cash the customer has given to you. For example if the customer has to pay $22 and he gives $30 to you. You will enter the 30 and the program will tell you the change. In this case $8. Then you can print a receipt for the customer.New in version 2.0:You can reorder the columns. A search function has been added. You can link articles together so you can decrease the amount of all articles at once. New columns for weight and storing location.Neu in Version 2.1: New in this version: Now includes point of sale software
	Stencil fonts 1.0
Create stencil letters out of any installed true type font. The program will insert apertures so that the letters stay connected when you cut it out. You can print or plot the letters or export the letters as DXF file.
	Dictionary German 1.0
An English to German and German to English Dictionary with 29000 word entries. You can enter a word and you get a list of possible translations. If you only enter the beginning of a word you get a list of all matching words and there translations.
	PDF Editor Objects 5.5
Edit PDF files just like a vector objects. You can select, scale, move and rotate all objects (text, pictures, lines etc.) with a few mouse clicks. With the tool "Free text edit" you can change existing text just like a text editor. If you press "Return" a line break will be inserted and all following text objects will move down. This new kind of PDF Editor is much faster in because of the new object concept. Our regular PDF Editor ist good for all tasks too, but this one is much better and faster if you need to edit pdf files every day. Other features are: copy and paste, delete objects, paint on existing pictures, add new vector objects. Add annotations, underline, highlight and strikeout text and edit bookmarks too. Change the order of the pages, delete pages, extract pages or add new pages (empty pages or from other pdf files). Add stamps like "Confidential" or "Top secret". The source code of the page (a language like HTML) is editable for you. Use the program to read and write encrypted pdf files.   New in version 2.5: 1)New function: File/Reduce file size  2)Stamp functions  3)Page numbers and headers/footers function  4)Search and replace for the document text and search only function 5)Multiple form fields can be selected  New functions for form fields 6) Better file repair function for corrupted pdf files 7)Faster drawing of vector objects 30% faster  8)Free highlighting function without the need for text objects (scanned file)  9)Split text objects into parts (split table rows into columns) New in version 2.6: 1) New form elements (pro version): Listbox, Drop-Down box, Radiobutton 2) New annotation fields: rectangle, ellipse, line, pencil 3) Rotate form fields 4) Setup the view of the file when opening the pdf file (for example show/hide bookmarks) 5) Page setup function for a scaled printout 6) A double click on a page under "Pages" opens the page in the Editor 7) Split graphic objects into lines New in this version: 27 new functions
	Options Trading Tool 1.0
This program helps you as options trader to optimize your strategy. You can add all the options you want to buy or sell and build your strategy. The program shows you the profit and loss graph at expiration and on the day that you select in the program. You can go forward or backward one day with a mouse click. Change the volatility and the graph will show you how this change in volatility would effect your position. For the chosen day and the chosen course of the underlying the program calculates the total Delta, Gamma, Theta and Vega of your position. Try out what happens if you buy or sell an additional option for example to repair your trade. You can test new strategies and test different scenarios. Activate and deactivate a single option to see the effect of this single option to your total position. You can setup the order commissions and the risk free interest rate. With the multiplier you select how many stocks or futures one option trades. The program uses the Black-Scholes-Model. New in this version: This is the first release
	MP3 and WAV Solutions 1.1
Converts MP3 files easily and quickly into WAV files  and back. Convert many files with one click. You can change the sample rate of WAV files and the MP3 tag information of MP3 files. This program offers solutions for daily practice. If you want to burn a music CD you have to convert your MP3 files into WAV files. And if you want to create your own MP3 files you have to record the music as WAV file first. Than you have to save the information about title etc. in the MP3 file. The program offers solutions for all these steps.
	DXF 2 G-Code 1.0
Convert the lines of a DXF file into G-Code. After clicking on a DXF file you get the G-Code and a graphical representation (plot) of the G-Code. You can save the G-Code or modify it before you save it.Convert the lines of a DXF file into G-Code. After clicking on a DXF file you get the G-Code and a graphical representation (plot) of the G-Code. You can save the G-Code or modify it before you save it.
	Catalog Designer 1.0
Create you own product catalogs. You enter all information about your products with pictures, article numbers, prices, discounts multiple variants etc. The program creates the catalog out of your product information automatically. You can change the colors and the fonts of the predefined layout and include your company logo and your text. You can import existing product information from a CSV file. You can update all product prices at once. The program organizes your products in categories. New in this version: First release
	Pool Billiard 1.0
Do you want to play something other than Solitaire? If you search a new little game then you should take a look at this billiard simulation. You can choose whether to play against the computer or against another person. To win you have to put all you 7 balls into the holes and then you have to put the black ball into the right hole. This sound simpler than it is. Try it and have fun!
	PDF to Word 4.0
With PDF to Word you can open a pdf file and save the content of the document as word file. The program maintains the layout, that means the position of the text, the pictures and the vector graphics.But this is of cause no lossless conversation but the most important thing can be maintained. If you want to edit PDF files completely lossless then you should use our CAD-KAS PDF Editor. New in this version: Completely new word export function
	Pictures 2 G-Code 1.0
Create G-Code from pictures and photos. You can use the G-Code to engrave the picture with a laser machine or a mill. You only need to select the picture from hard disk. You get a preview of the G-Code on screen. You can then save the G-Code or edit it. You can enter the maximal cutting depth, the save Z distance, the motive depth and the number of depth nuances the program should use. You can also specify the start position and the with of the motive.
	DXF distance sorter 1.0
Sort the elements of a DXF file so that the elements which are nearest together can be processed successively. So you can optimize a DXF if you want for example cut or mill the file later on. The optimization minimizes the time needed to cut the file. You can setup a starting point in DXF coordinates before the sorting process. The program will then start with the DXF element which is the nearest to the starting point. You can use this program before you convert the DXF file into G-Code with our program DXF to G-Code. New in this version: First release
	BAT to EXE 1.0
Create exe files yourself out of windows batch files (.BAT). So you can hide and protect the source code of your BAT files. You can select your own icon for your EXE file. Your application appears to be very professional if you provide it as windows program instead of a simple BAT file. Nobody can distinguish your EXE file from a normal command line application. This is perfect for you if you want to sell your scripts. You can pack all other needed files into this one EXE files. So you get one EXE files out of all needed BAT, EXE and DLL files. To create EXE files out of html files you can use our program HTML to EXE Baler.
	Easy-FTP 1.0
With Easy-FTP you can transfer files between your PC and a FTP server. So you can upload files to your homepage or download files from a public FTP server. The program can continue interrupted download. It can delete folders with all subfolders and containing files. You can comfortable manage your favorite FTP servers. Often used folders can be reached with one click. A file on a server can be downloaded, edited and uploaded within one step through the edit function. File attributes needed for CGI scripts can be setted with one click.
	CD to MP3 Ripper 1.0
Save the music from your music cd's as mp3 or wav file on your harddisk! Only one click and all tracks of the CD will be saved as mp3 files. So you can hear your favorite music every time you work on your pc and don't stress your valuable music cd's. You can use this mp3 files in various ways. You can put these files on a mp3 player or create a new mp3 music cd with hours of music. Or you can create your personal music cd with all your favorite songs.
	PDF-Security 1.0
Protect PDF files against unauthorized access and encrypt them! The program limits the access to PDF documents. You decide if a PDF file can be printed in the Acrobat Reader or if somebody may copy or edit the text. You can decide if the user have to enter a password in order to view the file. It is also possible to decrypt PDF files. If they are protected by a password you have to know the password in order to decrypt the file.
	HTML2Exe Baler 2.0
Create your own Windows exe file from your HTML files! The program creates an compressed self running exe file from HTML files. It is a kind of offline browser you can distribute. Even JavaScript is supported because the internal browser uses the functions of Internet Explorer. Create interactive multimedia information systems and distribute them as compact exe file. You can customize and personalize the exe file You can use you own icon and own description text in the about box. You can hide all buttons and bars and choose the window style and size.
	Your monster voice 1.0
Create you own crazy voice effects. Speak into the microphone and hear your voice at the same time through the speakers. But it will not be your voice. It will be the voice of a monster, killer, alien or any crazy voice you can think of. You can save your recorded voice as mp3 or wav file. You can read in existing mp3 files or music CDs. The program ships with a couple of predefined effects. But you will be able to create new effects using simple formulas to map one frequency to another frequency. The formula for the build in robot voice is: x*(1-stark)+((len / 2-1-x)*x / (len / 2))*stark for example. Simply try to change the existing formulas to create your own effects and your own monster voice.
	PDF Password Recovery 1.0.2
Have you lost the password to remove the pdf encryption? Now you can not print or copy the content of your own pdf file? No problem! With PDF Password Recovery you can remove the password with one mouse click! New in this version: Support for 256 bit AES encryption
	DXF small lines to arcs 1.0
The program converts many small lines in a dxf file which form arcs into arcs. The dxf file will become much smaller and it can be used for a CNC project much easier. The CNC machine will be able to finish the part much faster. The lines have to be part of a "polyline". Every arc will be divided into x (i.e. 100) parts and every line will be divided into y (i.e. 100) parts. For every division point of the line the program searches the nearest division point of the arc. The distance between this two points on the line and arc has to be shorter than the "maximum deviation" which you can specify. If the dxf file uses big dxf coordinates, then you need to choose a larger maximum deviation. For smaller coordinates use smaller values. You need to test this out. If you choose the value to big even straight lines may be converted into arcs. To small values will have the effect that not all arcs are recognized. If you specify more testing points the conversation will be slower. The needed number of testing points is the product of the number of testing points for the lines and the number of testing points for the arcs. If you use 100 testing points for both, then 100 x 100 = 10000 tests are needed. New in this version: First release
	PDF Split and Merge 1.0
Extract single pages or a group of pages from a pdf file. It is also possible to save every page inside a separate pdf file or to combine multiple pdf files into one big pdf file. You can change the order of the pages as you like. It is no problem to move the 3. page of the second pdf file between the first and second page of the first pdf file. You can also remove existing pages with one click. You are able to edit the meta information like author, title, copyright etc. too or to encrypt the pdf file and activate or deactivate limitations for printing or copying etc.
	Web SiteGrabber 1.1
The program converts websites (HTML) into bitmap files. You can save this bitmaps as JPG, TGA, TIF, ... files. So you have the whole website as one bitmap files. You can select the output quality and size of the bitmap. The program is especially useful together with "CAD-KAS Poster-Printery". With both programs together it is possible to print websites as big posters.
	PDF 2 ImagePDF 2.6
Convert PDF files into pictures (JPG, BMP etc...) or into PDF files with only one picture of the content per page. This way nobody can modify your pdf files because there is no text information. It is like you would printout the pdf file, scan it and save the scanned picture as pdf file.  This is the only way to protect the file against changes (you can not use our tool PDF Editor to edit the text then because there is only a picture and no text information).
	Poster-Printery 4.5
Print your own very big posters and banners! Scan a picture and print it out very big. You don't need a special printer! The program prints the posters on many pages and you can put them together with glue. Edit the pictures with the integrated picture editor "ImageArtist".Print your own very big posters and banners! Scan a picture and print it out very big. You don't need a special printer! The program prints the posters on many pages and you can put them together with glue. Edit the pictures with the integrated picture editor "ImageArtist".You can also print pass photos.Features:-Posters size up to 600 square meters-Support numerous file formats (JPEG, BMP, TGA, TIFF...)-Scanner support through Twain32 interface 	  -Picture improvement through retouch functions-Integrates picture editor "ImageArtist"-Edges for glue as well as sticking and cut lines-Help lines specially for posters-Print function for pass photos-Integrated picture browser-1:1 quality preview and page preview
	PDF Reader 4.0
PDF Reader is a free program to view, modify and print pdf files. It is very small, only about 4 MByte to download. You can open, view, zoom and print PDF files. You can also modify pdf files (but you can not save them in the free version). You can add, change and delete text and pictures and print it out. New in this version: Now based on PDF Editor version 4.0
	Working time 1.0
Your workers can record their working time. Every worker gets an own account with an user name and a password. The users can enter information about the working place, kind of work, date and working time. You can also put the program on a network drive (if you have enough licenses) so that every worker can access the program. The worker can enter his working hours and view the entered data records. If the administrator allows him he can also edit already entered data. The administrator has an own account where he sees the working time of all workers. He can add new users or edit existing user accounts. The administrator can print or view a report for every worker in a given time range. Also he can view a report for a given working location or a given kind of work. So you can tell who did what on a given working place and how long it took. Also the program can tell how long the total working time for a given kind of work was. New in this version: First release
	Font 2 DXF and G-Code 3.5
Create a text in any installed true type font or a single line font and save the result as dxf file or G-Code file. So you can plot the font to use it for engravings with your NC machine etc. You only enter the text and click on "Save as DXF file...". You can also create stencil fonts. The text will be saved as polygon line information in the DXF file. In version 2.0 a vector font is build in. So now you can not only render the outline of True Type fonts but also single line fonts. Version 3 can output the G-Code for your NC machine directly. And this version can now create arcs not only line segments as output. New: now an Editor for midline fonts is included. So you can design your own single line fonts. You can let the program create a midline font/single line font from any true type font and the edit the midline font in the Editor. You can then create a DXF or G-Code output from your own midline font. The single line font can use bezier curves. If you export them the bezier curves can be converted into arcs for your NC machine. New in this version: New Supports Unicode fonts.
	Envelope Printer 1.0
Print addresses on envelops with your desktop printer. Simply enter the from and to address and press the print button. You can also select the font and font size. A picture can be printed on the envelope. You can save the envelope project with all settings. The program can print an envelope for all recipients in a CSV file with one click. New in this version: Can print picture on stamp position.
	DXF Splines to Arcs 1.0
Convert B-Spline curves contained in DXF files into arcs. So it will be possible to further process the dxf files and use it with your CNC machine. The program reads existing DXF files and writes the result into a new DXF file. You can specify the maximum deviation of the arc polyline curve from the original B-Spline curve. So you can decide if you want to create more arcs and get an more exact result or if you want less arcs and a curve which does not fit perfectly. For example to reduce the working time for your CNC machine. You can also write both, the splines and the arcs to the DXF file so that you can compare both curves. All other properties of the DXF file will be maintained. So you will not lose any information. You can call the program from command line: DXFSplines.exe "C:\test\test.dxt" "C:\test\out.dxt" New in this version: First release
	Appointments 1.0
If you don't want to forget events and don't want to write down your appointments on paper in the age of the computer then this program is made for you! The program shows the days and months in a tree as known from the Window file manager.  You can add new appointments with one mouse click and enter a free text for every appointment. You can choose when and how often the program should remind you. The program can run in the background and remember you about your appointments. If you start the program with windows you can't forget anything. The programs show a statistical overview over the years or months.
	Biorhythms 2.0
With Biorhythms 2.0 you can analyze your Biorhythm cycles. That means the program shows your intellectual, emotional, physical and intuitive constitution of every day you want. The program only needs your birthday. You can compare the Biorhythms of persons. Find out the equality to the person you love!
	CNC Backplot Editor 1.0
Let this program draw the tool path of any G-Code program on the screen. This program will help you write NC code programs or to learn how to write NC programs or event to debug such programs. Our software supports the standard G Code commands and also sub program calls and macro programming with IF statements and WHILE loops etc. The program draws a graphical representation of the programmed G-Code tool path in an isometric 3D view.Let this program draw the tool path of any G-Code program on the screen. This program will help you write NC code programs or to learn how to write NC programs or event to debug such programs. Our software supports the standard G Code commands and also sub program calls and macro programming with IF statements and WHILE loops etc. The program draws a graphical representation of the programmed G-Code tool path in an isometric 3D view.You can configure the program to interpret the G-Code as Mill or Lathe (Format A or B codes).Your G-Code program will be shown with syntax highlighting in the editor. With the code editor you can open, edit and save G-Code programs up to a size of 2 GB very fast. The reason is, that we have build in our "Text Editor Lighting fast" technologie into this program. The editor supports an unlimited number of undo and redo steps. All inputs can be converted into capital letters automatically. You can also convert all characters of existing files into capital letters.Import DXF files and convert DXF files into G-code  Or export the tool path of your NC program as DXF file.You can use this program to find errors in the G-Code. If you click on a line in the 3D view, the line of G-Code will be selected in the editor. And if you go to a line in the editor the end point of the tool movement with be selected in the 3D view. You can run the program line by line, you can press the pause button and you can let the program run slower. You can see the current values of all variables if you activate the special tool window with Calculate/Show variables. If you are in the pause modus you can calculate any expression (like [SIN(#100)*#101]  for example) for the variable values of the actual line of code with the function Calculate/Render expression.
	Web PhotoAlbum 1.0
Publish your digitally photos on your Internet site. The program creates a ready to use website from your photos. It creates a overview site with thumbnails of the photos. To see the full sized picture you have to click on a thumbnail.
	Paper/Picture 2 DXF 3.0
Convert CAD drawings from paper sheets or pictures into digital DXF files for editing in your CAD application. Scan a drawing or open a picture from your hard disk. The program recognizes the lines and saves the result as a DXF file. This saves much of time and money if you need to import paper drawings into your CAD application. New in this version: Now the program always create closed polylines
	C 2 Delphi Converter 1.0
Convert C source code into Delphi/Pascal source code. The program can help you to port existing applications to another new program language. It will change the C syntax into the Pascal syntax. The program has a batch conversation function to process mulitple files and can progress include files. After the conversation you will still have to do some changes before you can compile the program under Delphi but the time consuming part has been done.
	Menu Card Designer 1.0
Design and print your own menu cards yourself! You only input all dishes and drinks into the program and change the layout a little bit. And ready is your menu card. Because the product information will be stored separated from the layout you can change the products and prices very easily anytime. You can export the product information as CSV file. New in this version: First release
	PDF Server Script 1.0
Do you need to change existing pdf files on a web server? With PDF Server Script you can add text and pictures to existing pdf files with the help of a script language. You can also search and replace the existing page source code. In most cases you can search and replace the existing text from the script. You can create a script file with the commands to manipulate the pdf files and then call the program PDF Server Script with the name of the script file as first parameter. The program then processes the script file in the background. You can run multiple scripts at the same time. So you can change pdf file online from within a Windows Web Server Script. The script file is a simple text file. Each line is one command. Each command has one parameter.
	DWG & DXF 2 JPEG & Co. 1.0
Batch convert CAD drawings from DWG or DXF file format to image files (JPEG, BMP, GIF, TIF, TGA, PCX). This is perfect if you want to publish your CAD drawings on Internet for example or if you want to send your drawings with email. The program saves every layout in an separate image file. The only thing you have to do is to select an output size for the images and an output folder. You can batch convert as many DWG/DXF files with one click as you want.
	Duty roster 1.0
Create a duty roster for your staff. You first create a list of your staff. Now you can allocate a duty for each person and each day (i.e. holiday, ill, duty travel etc.). You can view and print a month plan or a day plan. The day plan shows you which persons are attendant and what their actual duty is. You can view and print a duty statistic for the month or the year. New in this version: First release
	PhotoRetouch 2.0
Edit your digital photos and pictures! The picture browser can shows your pictures as thumbnail preview. Then you can retouch your pics, cut out parts out it, optimize the colors,Edit your digital photos and pictures! The picture browser can shows your pictures as thumbnail preview. Then you can retouch your pics, cut out parts out it, optimize the colors,
	XPS Split and Merge 1.0
With this program you can open existing XPS files, rearrange the pages, extract some pages, split the file into multiple files and merge xps files together. XPS is Microsofts new document exchange file format which can be created under Windows VISTA out of any application which is able to print.
	AVI 2 DVD & VCD 1.0
Create your own DVD's or VideoCD's (VCD or SVCD) easily! Choose your AVI or MPG video files and select the output format. The software converts all video files in the batch mode or it melts all video files in the melt mode. The created mpg files can easily be burned with your DVD/CD burning application to create a DVD or SVCD/VCD.
	Easy-Form-Printery 4.5
Fill out forms on your computer. You don't need your typewriter anymore to fill out forms! You scan the form. The you create some form fields. Then you can fill out the forms. After that you can print on the original form or you may print out the scanned form with the texts on a white sheet of paper. With this program you can fill out every form,  e.g. transfer orders, cards, tax forms.
	PDF-PhotoAlbum 1.0
Now you can create you digital photo albums as professional PDF files! You can then print and distribute them, burn them on a CD, send them with email or publish them on internet! The advantage is that everyone can view your photoalbum exactly as you wanted it with the Acrobat Reader and nobody needs to have a special software to display the album. You can give away or store your picture in a very compact way. You can type a free text for every picture which will display under the picture. You can freely decide how many picture should be placed on one page and which amount of space should be between the pictures. You canNow you can create you digital photo albums as professional PDF files! You can then print and distribute them, burn them on a CD, send them with email or publish them on internet! The advantage is that everyone can view your photoalbum exactly as you wanted it with the Acrobat Reader and nobody needs to have a special software to display the album. You can give away or store your picture in a very compact way. You can type a free text for every picture which will display under the picture. You can freely decide how many picture should be placed on one page and which amount of space should be between the pictures. You can
	DXF 2 PDF 1.0
Convert CAD plans and drawings from DXF file format into the PDF file format. This is useful if you need to make sure that everyone can view your cad plans without the need to have a CAD application installed. So you can publish your CAD drawing on internet or send it as email. The program saves all layout inside of one or multiple PDF files. You only have to select the output folder and the output size you desire. The program can batch converts as many files as you want with one mouse click. The program creates pdf files with vector commands for maximal quality.
	PDF-Forms 3.0
Fill out PDF forms, save them and print them. You can add form fields to existing PDF files or fill out existing form fields. The program can also add comments to PDF files or highlight text in PDF files. Provide your customers with PDF forms they can fill out directly on the screen and print it out in Acrobat Reader! It is no longer necessary to print out the form in order to fill it out! The program adds form fields to pdf files. The form fields can filled out with the Adobe Reader. You will be able to print the filled forms in Adobe Reader. However, to save the filled forms a program like PDF Forms will be needed. It is easier for your customers to fill out the form and therefore even more customers will fill out your forms because they don't waste to much time.
	Photo-Album 2.0
Manage and categorize your digital photos. You can add your photos to different categories and write a comment to each photos. You can see each photo as Thumbnail. You can view and print each photo. You can use the distribute function to distribute the photos and the album file on cd. Also you can present the photos as Slideshow. Through the numerous fade effects the show gets the necessary dynamics.
	MPEG AVI DVD Cutter 1.0
Cut out advertisements and parts you do not like of your DVDs and video files (MPEG and AVI). Select a part of the video with the mouse. You will see a preview of the selected frame with every mouse click. Then you click on "Cut selection". You can do this with an unlimited number of parts of the film. Then you can save the result as new mpeg or avi file. You can also use the program to split a video file into two parts so that each part fits on one CD for example. If you first cut off the second part and the first part of the file.
	Face-OP 2.0
Disfigure and distort photos (e.g. faces) merrily. The result can be printed or saved. Disfigure photos in a strange and scurrile manner. The program opens many picture file formats. Strength and radius of the effect scan be varied variously.
	HTML-Encrypter 1.1
Do you ever wanted to protect your homepage against copyright validation? With HTML-Encrypter you can encrypt the source code of your HTML files. The files look normal in any browser but the source code is not human readable. Protect your Know How now!
	PDF Watermarks 1.0
Simply add a watermark (text and pictures) to all of your PDF files with one mouse click! This will mark you files as your copyrighted property. You can add the watermark behind all objects (behind existing text) or print it over existing text. You can number the pages of existing PDF files or add you company logo or your Copyright message. You can process as much files as you want with one mouse click. Only if the file is protect with a password you have to enter the password before the program can continue to batch process the PDF files.
	MID 2 WAV 1.0
Convert MID files into WAV files with one click! MIDI files only contain information about the notes to play. This means mid files will play different on every sound card and you can not burn mid files on a music CD or copy it to your mp3 player. This program records the midi output of your sound card and saves the result as wav file. If you compose your own music with a midi sequencer you will be able to burn your music on a music cd or import it to your wave editor to mix it with other samples.
	CD-Menusystem 1.1
Create automatic starting CD user interfaces as known from PC magazine CD's. You can arrange as many contributes as you wish in a tree structure and attach a picture and a free text. You can set a link to a program or a file from each entry which can be installed or executed at run time. Real Windows EXE files will be created!
	Paper Form Designer 1.0
Create your own paper forms for printing. Do not care about the layout at all. Simply enter all you want to query: name, street, city etc. Possible fields are text fields or free size, checkbox fields and radio fields. You can sort the fields into different segments (categories). Write an introduction text for each of the segments or add an image for the segments. You can also include your company logo in the headline and a free text in the headline and footer of the page. Now the program will generate your paper form with one mouse click. New in this version: First release
	Any Files for Poster 2.0
The program converts documents of any program like Word, Excel etc. into bitmap files. You can save this bitmaps as JPG, TGA, TIF, ... files. The corresponding program for the document (e.g. Word) must be installed. The import takes place with the help of OLE2. The program is especially useful together with "CAD-KAS Poster-Printery". With both programs together it is possible to print Word files etc. as big posters.
	Paper 2 PDF 1.6
Do you want to use modern computers to store the paper hill on your desk in digital form? This is no longer a problem. With Paper 2 PDF you can simply scan the documents and then save them with all the sheets in one pdf file. Now you ever have access with the Acrobat Reader with ease. Now it is easy for you to give away or publish your documents in the Internet. This is easy, powerful and modern document management today! New in this version: Support of JPEG 2000 and JBIG2 compression
	Internet Data Extractor 1.0
The program downloads a website and parses the html code and puts the result into a table. This table can be saved as CSV file (can be opened in Excel for example). You can create a pascal script which can download websites, parses the table entries (read and write from the table) and for example following the links to collect detail information. The pascal script can save the result as CSV file. It is no problem to extract the needed information. Lets say you want to download all information available for a list of stocks and do some calculation and output the result as Excel table. Or you want to extract all addresses from a list of addresses on a website and put them into a data base. Once the script is created and runs well you can call the program with the script file name as parameter and the program will extract all information in the background. This program can save you a lot of money, as it can automate tasks and save manyThe program downloads a website and parses the html code and puts the result into a table. This table can be saved as CSV file (can be opened in Excel for example). You can create a pascal script which can download websites, parses the table entries (read and write from the table) and for example following the links to collect detail information. The pascal script can save the result as CSV file. It is no problem to extract the needed information. Lets say you want to download all information available for a list of stocks and do some calculation and output the result as Excel table. Or you want to extract all addresses from a list of addresses on a website and put them into a data base. Once the script is created and runs well you can call the program with the script file name as parameter and the program will extract all information in the background. This program can save you a lot of money, as it can automate tasks and save many
	Measure pictures 1.0
Measure the length and area of things on a picture, e.g. a scanned plan.Measure the length and area of things on a picture, e.g. a scanned plan.First you can specify the scale. For that you can enter the length of a known stretch.Now you can measure the length of a stretch or the total length of a combination of stretches. Another possibility is to measure the area and perimeter of a polygon, a rectangle, a circle or an ellipse.You can draw the elements over the picture and click on them later on to move them or to edit them. You can enter a caption for every element.You can add text on any place of the picture with the free text tool. The program can draw a border in another color around the letters to enhance the readability. You can select the font, font size, font color and the color of the measurement elements. New in this version: This is a completely new program.
	Web ImageGrabber 2.1
Whether pretty girls or starling, the program finds all pictures on any homepage. It follows all links and finds pictures on deeper lying pages. Then you can download all pictures. A picture Browser shows you all pictures clearly. Now you do not need to sit any longer at the computer, in order to download larger quantities of pictures, everything go automatically! Also for MP3 files or videos!
	PDF 2 HTML 1.4
You can't simply open PDF files in Word and edit them... Wrong! PDF 2 HTML can open PDF files. It recognizes the texts, the layout and many graphics. Then you can save this as HTML, RTF or TXT file. You can open these files in Word or Frontpage etc. So you are ready to upload your documents to the internet. And anybody can view HTML files instantly. You can create text versions of you PDF documents and use the Windows search functions to find text in all your PDF documents. All information are immediately available and searchable! Visually impaired people are able to get the information with screen readers if you support them with html or text only versions of your documents! You need only one click to save all the found images in a folder of your choice. Even encrypted documents are supported!
	PDF Shrink 2.0
Are your pdf files to big? With PDF Shrink you have to ultimate tool to compress existing pdf files. The program compresses all pictures in the pdf file with the JPEG2000 (color pictures) or the JBIG2 (b/w pictures) compression. You can choose the resulting size for the JPEG2000 pictures. If your files does not contain big pictures but many line objects (CAD file) or many embedded fonts our program can help you too. In this case you have to option to save the complete content of one page as JPEG2000 or JBIG2 picture. You can choose the resolution which fits your needs. 300 DPI for printouts and 150 DPI for Internet for example. A complete page in b/w compressed with JBIG2 can be as small as 12 KB. The program can convert as much files as you want with one mouse click in the batch conversation mode. You can also call the program from command line. New in this version: Now based on the latest version of CAD-KAS PDF Editor
	Writepaper-Printery 1.0
Do you ever wanted to create and print your personal writing paper? With Writepaper-Printery this is no longer a problem. Design ruled or checkered paper with individual colors, line widths and edges. Additionally you can insert a picture and use a background texture and a free text to design your personal writing paper. You can lighten the background texture so that it does not disturb.
	PDF Flip Pages 1.0
Publish your PDF documents as interactive flip page documents directly on your website. No need for a PDF reader to view the document. It will display directly in the web browser. The user has buttons to go to the next page, the previous page or to the first or last page. The user can also decide to enter the page number into an edit field. If he leaves the field the document will show up on the page entered. The user can also click on a page to turn the page. If he moves over the page the edge of the paper will roll up as if the page will be turned. There are also zoom buttons to zoom the document in and out. The best thing is, that this takes only a small piece of plain HTML code on your website, no flash or something else. You can insert the HTML code anywhere. The pages will be stored as jpg images. Our program allows you to open any PDF document and export as flip page website with a few clicks. It will also allow you to edit the PDF file before you export it (it can do so because it is based on our PDF Editor application). New in this version: First release
	Font-Effects 2.0
Text creation tool that produces graphics for use in presentations and on the Web. You can deform the text and use textures. Use shadow and edge effects to make the text look fantastic! You can also add a border and a background texture. The result can be printed or saved.
	CAD KAS PDF Editor 5.5
Edit PDF files now! You can write annotations, add text, change the text (correct spelling errors) or delete words completely. Now you can also add or delete pictures and vector graphics and add text in any font you want! With the 11 new tools you can move and zoom the text and pictures and you can edit text blocks, insert empty lines or change the line breaks freely just like a text editor or word processor. Underline, highlight and strikeout text and edit bookmarks too. Change the order of the pages or delete pages. Also you can hide the information on a page so that it is invisible in the Acrobat Reader but can be unhidden later. You can change the page size or move the content. Add stamps like "Confidential" or "Top secret". The source code of the page (a language like HTML) is editable for you. Use the program to read and write encrypted pdf files. The program leaves the layout untouched after saving if you don't want to change it. New in version 2.5: 1)New function: File/Reduce file size  2)Stamp functions  3)Page numbers and headers/footers function  4)Search and replace for the document text and search only function 5)Multiple form fields can be selected  New functions for form fields 6) Better file repair function for corrupted pdf files 7)Faster drawing of vector objects 30% faster  8)Free highlighting function without the need for text objects (scanned file)  9)Split text objects into parts (split table rows into columns) New in version 2.6: 1) New form elements (pro version): Listbox, Drop-Down box, Radiobutton 2) New annotation fields: rectangle, ellipse, line, pencil 3) Rotate form fields 4) Setup the view of the file when opening the pdf file (for example show/hide bookmarks) 5) Page setup function for a scaled printout 6) A double click on a page under "Pages" opens the page in the Editor New in version 3.1: 1) You can write characters in any language (unicode support)  2) Just add a new font which contains your characters New in this version: 27 new functions
	CD-Cover 1.1
Print you own CD Covers for your Audio and Data CDs or DVDs! You can open a picture or scan a cover and add text, notes and graphic objects. Then you can print it out as CD cover or CD label. The program has some function to retouch the scanned picture too.
	PDF Letterhead 1.0
Add your letter paper behind existing or new created pdf documents. Choose the letter paper pdf files as well as one or many source pdf files. The program copies the content of the letter paper pdf files into the background of the selected source pdf files. You can add you logo or your complete letter head to your pdf files. You can also call the program from command line: pdfletter.exe "letterpaper.pdf" "file1.pdf" "file2.pdf" New in this version: First release
	Barcode Creator 1.0
Create barcodes in high quality fast and easy! Export the barcodes as bitmap or metafile (wmf, emf) or copy with the help of the clipboard to your application. (for example Word or Excel). The following barcodes kinds are supported: UPC, Ean 8, Ean 13, JAN, ISBN, ISSN, ISMN, PDF417, Code 2 of 5,  Invert, IATA, Coop, Code 39, Code 93, Code 11, Codabar,  ABC Codabar, Code 128, Ean 128,  OPC, ITF, MSI Plessey, PostNet, PZN New in this version: Print our barcodes
	SlideShow 2.0
Do you want to create professional slideshows and presentations? Simply add your pictures and videos to the project. With thumbnail browser you can take a first look at your pics. For every pic you can choose several things, like fade effects, duration, sound effect and comment. You can export the slideshow as Video file. With special tools you can convert itDo you want to create professional slideshows and presentations? Simply add your pictures and videos to the project. With thumbnail browser you can take a first look at your pics. For every pic you can choose several things, like fade effects, duration, sound effect and comment. You can export the slideshow as Video file. With special tools you can convert it
	Mosaic-Pictures 2.1
Create your own mosaic pictures! A mosaic picture shows a motive, which is assembled from a multiplicity of different smaller pictures. You can freely select the motive and the smaller pictures. Create mosaic pictures, which consist of dozens or hundreds of your image files.
	Family Tree-Printery 3.0
Create and print your family tree. You can enter the names the birth- and deathdays and the parents of all persons. Additionally you can save a picture and a resume for every person. Then you can arrange the persons in a tree structure. Finally you can print it out.
	Photogrammetric image rectification 1.0
Rectify photos with the help of photogrammetry. So you get a completely level view of one side of a building for example. So you can take the result for measurements of this building. You can export the result as picture or as DXF file. If you take a photo of a rectangle what you get is a trapezoid. The program will rectify the trapezoid so that it will be a rectangle again and the scale of the original object will be restored. This means equal lengths in reality will become equal lengths on the rectified photo. You only need to specify 4 points in the photo which form a rectangle in reality. You can let the program render an even wider area as spanned through this 4 points. It is also possible to erase areas in the rectified image. Simply draw over them in the program. The program can recognize lines in the rectified image and save the lines as DXF file. So you are able to work further with the rectified drawing in you CAD application. New in this version: First release
	Trace and vectorize 1.0
Trace a picture. Draw curves and lines over the picture. You can then print or export this lines without the picture. You can export as DXF, EMF, SVG (vector data) or as picture (JPG. BMP etc.). You can use the program for example to trace a graphic to include it into a presentation or you can scan a plan to edit the lines. This program is your solution. The program supports quadratic Bezier curves and cubic Bezier curves so that you can lay the curves smooth around the contours. You can edit the knots and the control points of the curves until the curve matches your ideas. You can use the program to scan a picture or you can select a picture from hard disk. New in this version: First release
	DXF Editor 1.0
With this CAD application you edit or create drawings in the dxf file format. You can open, view and edit existing dxf files loss-free. No property of the dxf file will be lost or destroyed, because this program is based on the dxf file format and does not make a dxf import and export into an internal format. You can add lines, construction lines, rays, polylines, rectangles, polygons, arcs, circles, B-Spline curves, ellipses, dimension, text, points, solids and arrows. A freehand drawing tool is also available. It is possible to delete, copy, move, rotate and scale objects. You can assign a layer, a color, a line style and a line width to the objects. Line styles like dotted or dashed can be added to the file if not already existent. With the command File/Print you can print or plot the dxf file. New in this version: First release

